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Pugmarks  

 
Picture us! 

 
 
 
 
 

Off to India for two weeks holiday with old friend Alan Guignon. This is 2004. 
 

Frequent Flyer Points; side by side sleeper seats; British Airways “First”; Facing table for 
two; already kitted out in the airline’s grey flannel pyjamas; So comfortable; hanging 

loose; only two other passengers. 
The Royal treatment! 

 
“Would you prefer still or sparkling water, Sir?” 

 
“Is it English?” Alan jests. “I’ll have what the Queen prefers!” 

 
“Naturally, Sir” replies the steward (rolling his eyes). I start to think that Alan 

might have met his match, when another steward appears. 
 

“Can I just pop your glass over there, and show you tonight’s menu before we 
close the jolly old doors, Sir?” – So frightfully British! 

 
 

But this story is only about our trip to the Ranthambore National Park  
staying at the Aman-I-Khas tented camp, to go on safari and see tigers in the wild. 
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 Picture us! 
 
Emerging from the Indira Gandhi International Airport in New Delhi at midnight. Into the heat. 
Nostrils twitching from the exotic smelling haze of smoke from burning wood stoves. Jostling taxi 
drivers competing noisily for our custom. Swatting aggressive mosquitoes. Reaching our hotel on 
the outskirts of New Delhi and learning that we have to be up again in four hours for the train to 
Agra! What happened to our requested afternoon rail reservation? 
 
So much for Michael’s meticulous planning! 
 
A gentle knock, and a pot of Assam with a basket of hot 
toast arrive at our door at 4am. Nothing like an early 
morning cup of tea to get me going. I am thinking about 
the times when I was working in India twenty years 
ago and I travelled to Agra and Rajhastan with New 
York ‘heavies’ on the company jet. At the end of that 
trip, we were held up at Delhi Airport waiting for 
clearance to fly to Nepal. It was only when we landed 
in Kathmandu that we learned that Indira Gandhi had 
been assassinated. We were the last aircraft permitted 
to leave Indian airspace before all flights were halted. 
That was twenty years ago today. What adventures 
might be in store this time? 
 
 
Picture adventure! 
 
In the eerie, hazy, pre-dawn light at Nizamuddin Railway Station in Old Delhi. Following our 
heavy suitcases balanced securely atop the head of an elderly baggage-wallah. Not understanding 
a word of the crackly departure announcements. Dodging our way through rag-tag hordes of 
Indian travellers squattiing or lying on the platform. Searching anxiously for our assigned 
carriage. Wondering what the ‘Bhopal Express’ to Agra will look like.  
 
My first-ever train experience In India! 
 
I hadn’t travelled on a train in India before. But now, as we settle into our seats, I take in the 
antiquated carriage that looks as though it had been upgraded in a series of haphazard after-
thoughts over years. What appear to be old-fashioned desk fans are mounted from the 
ceiling; overhead luggage racks from an earlier time are screwed precariously on the walls; 
and pink curtains are drawn behind make-shift pelmets.  
 
Settled in among Indian businessmen with briefcases; travellers with packages tied with 
string; and a couple of western hippies across from us; the whistle blows and we are away 
punctually at 6am. By daybreak, we are in the countryside watching the local people go 
about their daily routines – bathing and ‘bluting by the side of the tracks. There are some 
lovely touches to Executive Class even on Indian Railways! Our pull-down tables are set 
with linen (much whiter than the steward’s shirt), a fresh red rose, and a small gift of a mud 
cup - even a choice of hot or cold milk with the cornflakes. We decide to pass on the hot tea 
when we realise that the mud cup is not a gift – don’t know where the mud might have come 
from. We’re not getting sick on our first day! 
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Picture our faces! 
 
As we walk into the lobby of our hotel in Agra, and  see the 
Taj Mahal through the floor to ceiling windows. Can it be 
that close? Just six hundred metres out there in the 
shimmering haze. This is going to be an experience. After 
our third breakfast for the morning, we can also see this 
world famous monument from our beds – at midday. 
Nothing like having sufficient time to laze about and enjoy 
our surroundings when on holiday! And we have until the 
sun rises tomorrow to think about the ‘planned’ sightseeing.  
 
This hotel is a destination in itself. 
 
 
Picture fear! 
 
Deserted by the hotel driver on an open railway platform at Mathura Junction – a hectic regional 
rail hub in a very rural part of India. We are only a two-hour drive from Agra but seemingly 
years from anywhere else. Is this the correct platform? Are we at the right end of this 1 km-long 
platform for our assigned seating on the Delhi to Mumbai Express that makes only a ‘whistle-
stop’ here? We have reservations as far as the next ‘whistle-stop’ at Sawai Madhopur where we 
are to be met by the people from the Aman-I-Khas tented camp.  
  
Night is falling. There’s a damp chill in the air. We are the only foreigners amongst the mass of 
dhoti and sari clad locals. We stand out. We feel vulnerable. Crouching old ladies prepare pots of 
rice and vegetables for an impromptu evening meal set out on newspaper. Cows roam the 
platform pushing their heads into windows of the crowded stationary trains looking for food. 
Splatting where they stand. A fat black rat scurries up a drainpipe. The din is constant - train 
announcements in Hindi; ice-cream vendors and tea sellers calling out to passengers; engines 
shunting; wheels grating; eerie headlights of trains approaching out of the darkness;  swooshing 
past us with whistles blasting; dust and dirt blowing into our eyes.   
 
Dark eyes stare and watch us - and our Louis Vuitton! (it might well have been). We have hands 
on all our luggage in a circle around us. That is until I need to pee. Alan is left standing sentinel 
– fearfully expecting a diverting tactic and the loss of a bag into the throng at any moment. 
However, the ensuing diversion is not what he expects. He is confronted by hundreds of 
mosquitoes swirling overhead, planning an attack. Fumbling in his knapsack he locates the 
Aerogard but that seemingly makes them even more aggressive. I return to see Alan, head bowed, 
and running in circles with bags under each arm and dragging two heavy suitcases; mosquitoes 
hovering in a tight circle in hot pursuit, like a space ship in the flickering light; bewildered locals 
looking on.  
  
Was it his black jacket? Or his Old 
Spice? 
 
As a footnote to this episode.  Our 
train finally pulls in (we can read the 
number!); our porter re-appears to 
help us up with our bags, and to 
collect the promised rupees for seeing 
us on to the train – only he takes us to 
the wrong end! The train starts 
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moving. We throw the bags up and jump on. After gaining our balance and brandishing 
more rupees, we get some help to manoeuvre bags and ourselves along narrow corridors of 
10 carriages. Lurching past protruding limbs of sleeping bodies piled three high, and 
through two ‘Pantry Cars’ with open flames and frying chickens, we eventually reach the 
security and peace of our ‘cabin’ at the front of the train. 
 
You’ll be relieved to know that we are met on arrival at an otherwise deserted Sawai 
Madhopur and escorted to the Aman-I-Khas tented camp where dinner is waiting.  
 
 
Picture disappointment!  
 
In Ranthambore National Park, once the private hunting reserve of Jaipur’s maharajahs. In the 
chill of dawn. With a wool shawl wrapped up to my nose. Sitting on the back of an open-top lorry. 
Bouncing over potholes in unsealed roads. Covered in dust. Ducking overhanging branches. 
Peering into undergrowth. Silently.  
 
Searching for evidence of a tiger!  
 
With all this bone-jarring jolting, dust swirling and kidneys sloshing, I’d better see the 
bloody animal. Fresh pugmarks of the even rarer panther in the dust by the side of the road 
give me hope. 
 
Chattering monkeys, screeching parakeets and the harsh cries of peacocks provide the sound 
effects. Painted stork with their yellow beaks and pink tails, and Kingfishers with their aqua 
coloured feathers provide colour. Antelope and spotted deer graze undisturbed (for the 
moment). And the vultures circle above waiting for their share of a kill. 
 
Our guide receives a radio call that a tiger has been seen in another part of the park but not 
on our assigned route. Not to be deterred by rules, we race off like a scene from Mad Max 
IV. Grating gears; bumping over ruts and rocks; flying down hills and skidding around 
blind corners; ignoring subsiding edges and screeching to a halt; behind six lorries of tourists 
ahead of us pointing to undergrowth over the creek.   Alan has binoculars and says he sees 
the tiger lift his head and look at him from behind the camouflage of yellow and brown 
leaves. If my camera can’t capture the moment, then neither can I, and I return to the camp 
disappointed – until tomorrow morning anyway.  
 
I go alone the next day. Soon after entering the park the guide points out fresh pugmarks in 
the dust – larger than yesterday’s – a tiger!  Anticipation builds as we drive slowly, silently, 
over the next hill - and there in the middle of the roadway is the huge tiger. And yes he is 
looking right at me. And yes, I do get a shot – just before he hears the sound of a deer or 
some other poor animal grazing out of sight, and leaps in full 
charge, into the forest.  
 
I can go home happy now – despite the jolting and the dust. 
Time to get back to the camp and breakfast. Thank God we 
have a laundry basket in our room. Our clothing is washed and 
ironed a couple of times a day. You can't imagine the colour of 
your collars, or Q-tip buds after giving your ears a going over, 
even after a cleansing shower. 
 
Hunting tiger from our base at Aman-I-Khas, a tented camp in 
the wilds of India is a fantasy that didn’t quite live up to the 
expectation. The concept is exotic, bit I don’t think that this 

Early	  in	  the	  morning,	  it’s	  very	  cold	  out	  
on	  safari	  
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particular Aman resort represents value. The six accommodation tents are beautifully 
appointed with comfortable beds complete with hot water bottles, hot and cold running 
water and air-conditioning. And I’m glad of the experience.   
 
I don’t think my bones would have taken any more shaking. Hence, I passed up on tiger 
spotting and peering at reptiles on a rock on the afternoon safaris. I made good use of that 
time for the chef to give me a personal demonstration on how to make his clear and intensely 
flavoured tomato broth that I’d enjoyed so much the previous night. “It’s the way they make 
it in homes in all the villages” he says. (I’ve made it since returning home and can tell you 
that the last little bit of ‘tempering’ (as he called it) with cumin and chopped garlic really 
heightens the flavours). I also went with him to inspect the vegetable garden, but no amount 
of convincing that it was watered with ‘filtered’ water could get Alan and me to eat anything 
that hadn’t been peeled. A chicken sandwich without these homegrown, crisp greens looked 
a bit lonely on a plate at lunchtime, but we remains resolute. 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

The	  chef	  at	  Aman-‐I-‐Khas	  gives	  me	  a	  personal	  demonstration	  on	  how	  to	  make	  his	  clear	  and	  intensely	  flavoured	  
tomato	  broth	  with	  coriander	  
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